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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. This paper is a continuation of a previous one [4] on quasicrystals and 
their Fourier transform. Therefore it seems to be unnecessary to give a general 
introduction. 
One of the main results of [4] is contained in its Theorem 11.1. That theorem 
gives a large subclass of the class of Dirac combs (others sometimes use the term 
“atomic measures”). The elements of the subclass have the property that their 
Fourier transforms are again Dirac combs. We might use the term “Poisson 
combs” for these, as the simplest example is the comb along the real line with 
equal equidistant teeth, and the fact that this one has again such a comb as its 
Fourier transform, can be interpreted as Poisson’s theorem. A Poisson comb 
has more or less the nature of a crystal: the crystal itself is a comb because of 
its atomic structure, and the Fourier transform is atomic according to fact that 
the X-ray spectrum is a countable set of points. 
1.2. Roughly speaking, functions whose Fourier transforms are combs, are 
almost periodic, so a Poisson comb is something like an almost periodic atomic 
measure. Under this heading the question was treated by Burkill and Rennie [6]. 
The generalized functions used there are those introduced in Rennie [ll]. 
Rennie’s definition looks different from the older one of the class used in [4], 
but recently S.J.L. van Eijndhoven 171 showed that the classes are identical. 
In this paper however, we shall not attempt such a general discussion; just 
like in [4], we present large classes of special Poisson combs. 
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In the area of quasicrystal theory, special Poisson combs can be obtained by 
the dual method, in particular by its offspring called the projection method. We 
refer to [5] for a survey. The most important ones seem to be those obtained 
from space tilings like Penrose's, but other possibilities were (at least in the one- 
dimensional case, and without full mathematical proofs) indicated by Janner, 
by Janssen and by Bak (recent papers are [8], [9], [1]). All these possibilities 
are still special cases of the Poisson class exhibited in [4], theorem 11.1. 
1.3. An entirely different class of Poisson combs (again in the one- 
dimensional case, and without full proofs) was indicated by Bombieri and 
Taylor [2]. These combs are not obtainable in any way by the projection 
method. In the projection method the atoms are selected from the set of all the 
projected lattice points of a higher dimensional space, and therefore the set of 
atoms has a finite basis over 7/, i.e. there is a finite set from which all the atoms 
can be obtained by taking linear combinations with integer coefficients. In the 
case of Bombieri and Taylor the atoms are obtained by some perturbation from 
a simple equidistant atomic structure. The perturbations are periodic (but not 
with the period of the unperturbed structure) and this suggests the term 
"modulated crystal". In the general case considered by Bombieri and Taylor 
there is no finite basis over Z. 
In this paper, a more extensive class of Poisson combs is studied. Instead of 
Bombieri and Taylor's modulation of the equidistant one-dimensional comb, 
we shall modulate an n-dimensional quasicrystal. The Fourier transform will 
not show such a modulation: it looks exactly like the Fourier transform of the 
unperturbed structure as far as the positions of the points are concerned, just 
the intensities and phases are different. 
Our class of Poisson combs is given by (2.1); for some geometric background 
we refer to the end of section 1.9. For these structures we shall use the term 
modulated quasicrystals, in spite of the fact that periodicity of the modulation 
will not be required. 
In section 5 we shall explain how to specialize theorem 2.1 in order to get to 
the case of Bombieri and Taylor, Further applications will be given in section 6. 
In (2.1) the unperturbed atom is Vrk, and the perturbation is q/(Wrk). One 
might ask why this particular form of modulation was chosen. The answer is 
that it is the most general one for which the author was able to show that the 
Fourier spectrum is the same as in the unperturbed case. But there may be more 
to it: the example mentioned at the end of section 6.4 suggests that the pertur- 
bations gJ(Wrk) might have a physical significance. 
In section 2.1 there is the condition of the continuity of partial derivatives 
o f  ~u. This is required in order to guarantee absolute convergence in theorem 
2.1. But if we do not mind to have a weaker kind of convergence, we can admit 
discontinuous functions. We shall not treat such things in detail in the present 
paper, and just refer to [41 for details. 
1.4. We shall be rather liberal with the use of the term quasicrystal, The 
idea of a quasicrystal seems to refer to a nowhere dense set of points. In cases 
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like formula (2.1) this can be obtained by taking for f a "window function" 
(in particular the characteristic function of a polytope). It is easier to treat the 
matter of Fourier transformation without such an assumption. It can be made 
later, at the expense of convergence difficulties caused by the discontinuities on 
the boundary of the polytope (cf. [4], section 13). 
1.5. In section 3 we shall devote attention to a case where the unmodulated 
structure is obtained by projection from a space of higher dimension in which 
a group of symmetries is considered. Such symmetries give rise to quasi- 
symmetries in the projected structure. With a particular assumption on the 
perturbation function (see (3.5)) it can be shown that the modulated structures 
still have quasisymmetry properties. 
The most relevant applications are to the symmetries of the regular pentagon 
(for the Penrose case) and to the symmetries of the icosahedron (cf. Kramer and 
Neri [10]). 
1.6. Section 4 will present a different kind of symmetry. Instead of a single 
perturbation, we consider the superposition of a number of perturbations, with 
the effect that any atom of the unmodulated structure gets surrounded by a 
cluster of atoms. If  these clusters show symmetry (like the one of the icosa- 
hedron) the cluster modulation can have quasisymmetries that the single modu- 
lations did not show. 
1.7. It is the purpose of the paper to offer a large class of quasicrystal-like 
structures which all have more or less the same Fourier transform. This may 
mean that it might be hard to decide, just on the knowledge of an X-ray 
diffraction pattern, what the proper mathematical model for a physical quasi- 
crystal should be. 
1.8. Notation. The notation will be taken from [4]. We recall the following. 
I f  a and b are positive integers, M(a, b) is the set of all matrices with a rows 
and b columns. In particular the set of all column vectors of length a is M(a, 1), 
and will also be written as R(a). The subset of all vectors with integer coordi- 
nates is denoted by Z(a). 
The transpose of a matrix A is denoted by A r. 
A matrix A in M(a, a) is called a signed permutation if it is non-singular and 
if every row has exactly one non-zero entry, which is either 1 or -1 .  The 
importance of signed permutations lies in the fact that they are the orthogonal 
matrices with the property that they transform Z(a) into itself: Az ~ Z(a) for 
all z ~ Z(a). 
Throughout he paper, m and n are positive integers with 0 < n < m. 
The matrix N will always be assumed to be a nonsingular square matrix in 
M(m, m). We build the matrix V~ M(n, m) by taking the first n columns of N, 
and the matrix W~M(m-n,m)  by taking the last m-n  columns of N. 
The inverse of the transpose of N is written as N-  T. The matrices R and U 
are obtained from N-  7- in the same way as V and W were obtained from N: 
R consists of the first n columns of N -  r and U of its last m-  n. 
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The set S p of smooth functions and the set S p* of generalized functions of 
p variables are as described in [4], section 5. 
If b is a point of R(p), then the Dirac delta function with peak at b is written 
as ~b. 
If h is a positive integer, and if A is a non-singular matrix in M(h, h), then 
~A (cf. [4], section 16) denotes an operator that sends any real-valued function 
f of m variables into a function g = ~Af which is such that g(x) =f(Ax) for all 
x in R(h). This operator can be extended in a natural way to generalized 
functions. In particular if b ~ R(h), the delta fulnction at b is transformed as 
~A~b=ldet (A)I-I~A-,b (see [41, section 16). 
If x is a real number, then e(x) will be used as abbreviation for exp (2nix). 
If y~R(m) then Ilyll denotes its length (=(yry)l/2). 
The Fourier transform of a function f is denoted by ~f .  
We shall use the Bachmann-Landau O-notation: f (x)= O(g(x)) means that 
there exists a constant C such that If(x)l _<C Ig(x)l for all x. 
1.9. The coordinates. Every x~R(m) can be written uniquely in the form 
x=Ry+ Uz 
with y ~ R(n), z ~ R(m - n). The component Ry equals R V~rx, the component 
Uz equals UWrx. The y and z themselves are obtained from x by y= Vrx, 
z= Wrx. Note that y and z can also be obtained from Ry and Uz, by 
y= VT(Ry), z= WT(Uz). 
We can call y (= vrX) and z (= Wrx) the first coordinate and the second 
coordinate of x, respectively. Similarly, we can call Ry (=RVTx) and Uz 
(= UWTx) the first and the second projection of x. So R V T and UW T are the 
matrices of the projection operators. 
The coordinates will occur in our modulated quasicrystals, to be introduced 
in formula (2.1). The unperturbed position of the atom is the first coordinate 
of k. The atoms are indexed by k ( ~ Z(m)), the intensity and the phase are given 
by the complex value of a function f at the second coordinate of k. The unper- 
turbed position of the atom is the first coordinate of k, the perturbation (dis- 
placement of the atom) is given by the value of the function g/at the second 
coordinate of k. The latter value is a vector in R(n). 
In the case that N is orthogonal the projections will be orthogonal too, and 
V=R, W= U. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
2.1. The only item to be introduced on top of all we had in theorem 11.1 
of [4] is a mapping 
gx : R(m - n)~ R(n). 
We assume that ~, and all its partial derivatives of order < m + 1 are continuous 
and bounded. 
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2.2. We take any smooth funct ionfeS m-~ and we build 
(2.1) E f(Wrk)SvTk+~(WT~) 
k ~ Z(m) 
as a generalization of (11.1) in [4], which presented the special case where q/is 
identically zero. 
For notations and assumptions we refer to sections 1.8 and 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.1. The series (2.1) is absolutely S*-convergent and represents an 
element of S n*. Its Fourier transform is again the sum of an absolutely 
S*-convergent delta series, viz. 
(2.2) Idet(g)1-1 2 Y(k,f,q~)6RTk 
k ~ Z(m) 
where 
(2.3) y(k, f q/) = ~ f(o)e(krUv - krRq/(v))dv. 
R(m - n) 
PROOF. The matter of absolute S*-convergence for (2.1) is practically the 
same as in theorem 11.1 of [4]. For (2.2) some extra attention is needed. We 
have to show that for positive e the series 
(2.4) ~ y(k , f  ~) exp (-ekTRRTk) 
converges absolutely. We estimate y(k,f  ~u) by means of the integral in (2.3). 
We integrate by parts m+ 1 times, in the direction of the vector UTk. The 
factor to be integrated is e( -kTUv) ,  the remaining factor f(o)e(kTR~u(v)) is 
differentiated m+l  times. The derivatives of f(o) are O(exp (-C][vll2)) 
for some C>0,  and those of the other factor are at most of the order of 
(1 + IIRTk]l) m+l. So 
ly(z f, ~)1 = o(((1 + [I RT~II)/(1 + I[ UTk[I)) m + 1), 
and therefore the terms of (2.4) are (note that UUT+ RR T is positive definite) 
o((1 + liuT/clI) -m-1 exp (-~dlRTklt2))= 
= 0(1 + II RTMI 2+ II UTkll 2)-(m+ I)/2 = 0((1 + jlkll 2) -(m+ 1)/2), 
which accounts for the absolute convergence. 
Let us denote the left-hand side of (2.1) by F and the left-hand side of (2.2) 
by G. In order to prove ~F= G, we take any h ~ S n, and we have to show that 
(2.5) (h, F) = (~-h, G). 
Both sides can be written as sums over all kEZ(m): 
(h, F) = E h(vOc+ ~,(rVVk))y(wTk), 
k ~ Z(m) 
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and if ~h  is denoted by j :  
( j ,G)=ldet  (N)I -~ E J (R rk )~q/ )  • 
k ~ Z(m) 
We note that on both sides of (2.5) the function q/occurs somewhere in the 
interior. We handle these ~'s with the following approximation technique. We 
partition the space R(m) into a finite number of measurable subsets El, ..., Er. 
Let )¢i be the characteristic function of El. We think of the Ei having been 
chosen such that on each one of them the function ~ does not vary much, and 
differs little from a constant bi (where b i ~ R(n)) on the set E i. In this situation 
we consider any function p of n variables and we approximate 
(2.6) p(~(x)) by ~ p(bi)x.i(x ).
We shall carry this out on both sides of (2.5). On the left we apply it with 
x=RVTk  and p(u)=h(VTk+u), and on the right we take x=-Uz  and 
p(u) = e( -  krRu). We have to do this for each i separately, and to take the sum 
over i. Therefore it suffices to take a single i. We suppress the index, writing 
b and X instead of b i and Xi, respectively. 
So we want to establish that 
(2.7) ]~ h(VTk+b)x(WTk)f(WTk) 
k ~ Z(m) 
is equal to 
(2.8) I det (N)1-1 2 J(Rrk) ~ e(-krUo+kTRb)x(o)f(o) do. 
k ~ Z(m) R(m - n) 
The fact that (2.7) and (2.8) are equal can now be interpreted as an appli- 
cation of the Poisson summation formula, in the same style as was shown in 
the proof of theorem 11.1 of [4]. 
3. MODULATED QUASICRYSTALS WITH SYMMETRY 
3.1. In [4] section 16, it was indicated how certain symmetries of a quasi- 
crystal ead to symmetries of the Fourier transform. Similar things can be said 
for modulated quasicrystals. The new element is the function ~. We shall have 
to make an extra assumption (see (3.6)) on q/in order to let it participate in the 
symmetry. 
Symmetry is not necessarily connected with orthogonality, but since ortho- 
gonality has practical importance as well as inherent simplicity, we at once 
make the restriction to the orthogonal world. 
From now on we assume the matrix N (~ M(m, m)) to be orthogonal. So 
N-T= N, and therefore R = V, U= W. 
3.2. The matrix D played an important role in [4] but thus far it did not 
appear here. In [4] the choice of W was based on WTD=O, and the main 
application of the Fourier transform theorem was to the approximation of the 
characteristic function of a polytope by smooth functions f .  That polytope 
depended on D. In order to put the symmetries of the polytope in corre- 
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spondence with the symmetries we are going to impose on f ,  it is natural to 
make the further assumption that D is just identical to V. We shall go into some 
detail in section 3.8. 
3.3. For the simplified situation R = V, U= W, theorem 2.1 says that the 
Fourier transform of 
(3.1) E 
k e Z(rn) 
is given by 
(3.2) 
k ~ Z(m) 
where 
T f (W k)OvT~+~(wTk) 
y(k, f, ~)6v~k, 
(3.3) ?(k, f, ~u) = ~ f(o)e(kTWo - kTVq/(u))dv. 
R(m - n) 
3.4. In [5] section 4.9, a well known procedure was sketched for getting a 
group of orthogonal transformations in R(n) by means of projection from 
R(m). The procedure uses a complete orthogonal system cl,..., c m in R(m). We 
shall explain it for the case that these vectors are simply the unit vectors. 
Let G be a finite group of matrices in M(m, m). The elements of G will be 
assumed to be orthogonal, and even signed permutations in R(m). It is 
moreover assumed that the elements of G all transform a certain subspace of 
R(m) into itself: the space L of all vectors Vz with z ~ R(n). This space L can 
also be defined as the space of all x~R(m) with WTx=O. 
3.5. We take any A ~ G. Since A maps the subspace L into itself, NTAN 
is a block matrix of the form 
where the blocks on the diagonal are in M(n, n) and M(m-  n, m-  n), respec- 
tively. Since A is orthogonal and G is finite, A T ( = A - ]) is a power of A, and 
therefore the star in the upper right corner is zero too. Let us put 
We have og(AB) = og(A)og(B), rl(AB) = rl(A)rl(B) for all A e G and all B ~ G. We 
conclude that 09 and I1 are representations of the group G by means of 
orthogonal matrices in M(n, n) and M(m - n, m - n), respectively. 
It follows that (co(A))r=co(Ar), (rl(A))r=rl(Ar), and 
I A V= V~(A), VrA = og(A) V r, 
(3.4) "~ AW= W~I(A), WrA =r/(A)W T, 
VVTA =A VV T, WWTA =A WW T. 
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Note that i fA transforms x into x', then og(A) transforms the first coordinate 
of x (see section 1.9) into the first coordinate of x'; r/(A) does the same thing 
for the second coordinate. 
3.6. We can now formulate the symmetry condition to be imposed on the 
function q/. We require that 
(3.5) ~(vl(A)z) = o9(A)q/(z). 
for all A ~ G and for all z ~ R(m - n). 
3.7. Let us now turn to the modulated quasicrystal (3.1). We take a fixed 
A ~ G. We recall that A is a signed permutation, so if k runs through Z(m), then 
the same thing can be said for Ak.  Defining fA by 
(3.6) fA(x)=f(rl(A)x) for all x~R(m-n)  
we obtain (using (3.4) and (3.5)) that (3.1) equals 
T r (3 .7)  E fA( w k)(~o~(A)(VVk+q4W k)). 
kEZ(m) 
It would be pushing symmetry a bit too far if we would require that fA =f. 
Even in the non-modulated case this would cut off  too many structures we still 
expect o have a kind of quasi-symmetry. If f and fA would be exactly equal, 
then the fact that (3.3) equals (3.7) would express that the quasicrystal (3.3) is 
invariant under the transformation effected by ~o(A) in R(n). 
3.8. Forgetting for a moment that specializing f to the characteristic 
function of a polytope is not properly allowed because f was assumed to be 
smooth, we observe the polytope application a bit closer. As in [4], section 16 
we take 0 = y + ~, where ~ is the vector with all entries equal to ½ (0, y, ~ are all 
in R(m)), and ([4] section 10) 
P(W, y) = { WTy[y ~ R(m), y - y ~ Cu(m)}. 
We can write P(W, ~,)= Q(W, 0), where 
Q( W, O) = { W Tyl y ~ R(m), y - 0 ~ Du(m) }, 
and where Du(m) is the cube Cu(m) - ~, which is symmetric with respect o the 
origin. On the basis of (3.4) it is not hard to check that if f is the characteristic 
function of Q(W,O) then fA (see (3.6)) is the characteristic function of 
Q(W, A TO). So only in the very special case 0 = 0 we get the full symmetry. 
3.9. REMARK. Apart from the polytope just mentioned there might be 
other ones of interest for quasicrystal theory. We refer to the end of section 
4.12 in [5]. 
3.10. Passing from f to fA (see (3.6)) has its influence on the Fourier 
transform. Let us represent (3.1) by F, and let F A denote the expression we get 
if in (3 .1) f  is replaced by fA. By means of the operator ~b~o(A ) and its effect on 
the deltas (see [4], (16.2) and (16.4)), the fact that (3.1) equals (3.7) can be 
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expressed as q~o(A) F=FA. Therefore (cf. [4] (16.5)) the Fourier transforms of 
Fand  F A are related by ~F A = ~a4A)~'F. We can check this with (2.2). We just 
have to verify that 
y(k, f A, q/) = y(Ak, f qJ) 
(by means of R = V, U= W) and to use 
E y(Ak, f, q/)aVrk= E y(k, f  ~U)fio,(AT)Vrk. 
3.1 1. REMARK. There is a well-known group-theoretical trick to produce 
functions ~u that satisfy (3.5). We take any function 0 :R (m-  n)--+R(n), and we 
form ~u by 
~,(z)= 2 o~(BT)~(~(B)z) 
BeG 
for all zeR(m-n) .  
4. SYMMETRICALLY DECORATED QUASICRYSTALS 
4.1. We can use the formulas for modulated quasicrystals in order to study 
so-called decorated quasicrystals. The word decoration means that the cells of 
a quasicrystal are provided in a regular way with atoms. 
A particular kind of decoration is obtained if every vertex VTk is replaced 
by a cluster of atoms. For example, in the case of icosahedral symmetry, that 
cluster can consist of 12 points forming an icosahedron. 
4.2. We indicate an attractive possibility, starting from the group setting of 
section 3. We now take a function f with two variables. The first one runs over 
R(m-n)  as before, the second one runs over the group G. We define a de- 
corated quasicrystal by means of the sum 
(4.1) O( fg t )= 2 2 f(WTk, B)Ovrk+a~(B)~u(Wrk) • 
BeG kEZ(m) 
I f  A is any group element, we can form a new function g by requiring that 
(4.2) g(x, B) = f(tl(A)x, ABA r) 
for all x ~ R(m -n)  and all B e G. Assuming that q/still satisfies (3.5), we show 
that (a(f, q/) can be transformed into O(g, q/) by means of the orthogonal trans- 
formation a~(A) in R(n)" with the notation of the operator q~ we have 
(4.3) O(g, ~u) = q~o,(A)g2(f, q/). 
The left-hand side can be written as a double sum like (4.1). I f  in that sum 
we replace B, k by new summation variables B', k '  with B=ATB'A, k=A Vk', 
and then replace B;  k '  by B, k again, we get 
O(g, ~u)= E E f (  Wrk, B)~oo(Ar)(VZ~: +oj(B)~(Wrk)), 
BEG k~Z(m) 
which proves (4.3). 
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4.3. We get solutions with full symmetry if we start from an arbitrary 
function h of two variables f and B, and take 
f(x, B) = ~ h(rl(C)x, cBcT). 
CeG 
Then we get f=g in (4.2) for all A e G, and so 
~,(A)O(Z, V/) = o(];, ~). 
5. NON-ORTHOGONAL CASES WITH n = 1 
5.1. We shall show how to specialize theorem 2.1 in order to get the one- 
dimensional Poisson combs of Bombieri and Taylor. The application again 
requires that we pass from a smooth function f to the characteristic function 
of a polytope. Since in [4] that kind of approximation was studied elaborately, 
we restrict ourselves here to what is usually called (in the tradition of classical 
analysis) the formal side of the matter. 
5.2. We assume n = 1, m > 1, and we take a vector b in R(m - 1). We now 
build the matrix N ( e M(m, m)), partitioned as 
N=(1  ° ~r )  
where I is the unit matrix in M(m- 1, m-  1). Furthermore f is a smooth 
function ( e S m- 1). 
With this value of N we get 
N-T=(  1 b Oi), V=(Io), w=(bIT), R=( lb ) ,  u=(OI)" 
We write the summation i dex k as a column ( : ) ,  where h runs through Z and 
q through Z(m-  1). So Vrk=h, Wrk=hb+q. 
5.3. Now (2.1) specializes to 
(5.1) ~ ~ f(hb+q)t~h+~u(hb+q). 
h~zZ q~Z(m-l) 




E E y(h, q, f, ~)~h - brq, 
hE]_ q~Z(m-l) 
y(h, q, f, ~) = J f(o)e(qTo -- (h - qTb)~,(v))do. 
R(m- 1) 
5.4. By the limit procedure xplained in [4], sections 12 and 13, we replace 
the smooth function f by the (adapted) characteristic function of the unit cube 
O<_xl< 1 . . . . .  O<<-Xm_l<~ 1. This has the effect that in (5.1) for every h there is 
exactly one value of q for which f(hb + q) does not vanish. 
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Let us now introduce the extra assumption that q/is periodic rood Z(m - 1), 
i.e. ~u(x)= q/(x+q) for all x~R(m-  1), q~Z(m-  1). Then (5.1) turns into the 
simpler sum 
(5.4) ~ t~h+q/(hb). 
heZ 
In (5.2) there is not such a reduction: it remains an m-fold sum. But (5.3) gets 
an attractive form, viz. the one of a Fourier coefficient in the (m-1) - fo ld  
Fourier series of the function 11 defined by r / (u)=e(-(h-bTq)qJ(o)) .  
5.5. In (5.4) ~u was an arbitrary periodic function of m - 1 variables (with 
continuous derivatives up to order m + 1). I f  we specialize this to a sum of m - 1 
periodic functions of a single variable: 
q/(X1, " " ,Xm-1)  : qJl (Xl)  + "'" + ~m- l (Xrn  - 1) 
we get exactly the result of Bombieri and Taylor [2]. 
6. SOME FURTHER APPL ICAT IONS 
6.1. We consider the special case that q/is given in the form ~(x)= ~(Ux) 
for all x~R(m-n) ,  where ~:R(m)-~R(n), and ~ is periodic rood Z(m), i.e. 
~(z + k) = ~(z) for all z ~ R(m), k ~ Z(m). 
The perturbed atoms in (2.1) are now at VTk+~(UWrk). Since RvT+ 
+ uwT=I  and keZ(m) we can now write this as VTk+~(-RVVk). I f we 
abbreviate VTk (the position of the unperturbed atom) to y, then this is 
y + ~(- Ry). We note that the perturbation depends on the position only: it is 
described by the function that sends y to ~( -Ry) .  This function is almost 
periodic in Bohr's sense, provided that ~ is continuous. 
6.2. We indicate an interesting discontinuous case. For real values of t, we 
consider the fractional part, to be written as t-[ .t  A. And for any vector 
z ~ R(m) we define ~(z) as 
Izl L lJl tLzlJl ~(Z) = V T . . . .  VTz  - V T 
zm-LzmJ kz"mJ 
We are in the periodic case of section 6.1. 
Since we have VTR vT= V T, the perturbed atom VTk + ~(- R VTk) becomes 
- VTw, where the entries of the vector w (~R(m)) are the integral parts of the 
entries of -R  VTk. 
6.3. I f  we get to proper quasicrystals (cf. section 1.4), the funct ion fo f  (2.1) 
is replaced by the characteristic function of a polytope. Then (2.1) becomes 
¢~VTk + q/(wTk) 
where the sum is taken over all k ~ Z(m) for which there is a )~ ~ Cu(m) such that 
Wr(k-  2 - y) = 0 (cf. [4], formula (10.7)). 
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6.4. Let us devote some special attention to the two-dimensional quasi- 
crystals of Penrose, for which the pentagrid theory was developed in [3]. In that 
case we have m = 5, n = 2, and for the matrix N ( e M(5, 5)) we take the matrix 
of which the j - th row is 
~5 Re'J, V~5 Im~J, ~5 Re~2J, ~5 Im~2J, ~5 • 
(here ~ stands for the fifth root of unity: ~ = e(1/5)). The first two columns form 
V, the last three form W. 
The second projection (see section 1.9) of the unit  cube Cu(m) is of  interest 
only as far as the points are concerned which are projections of the lattice 
Z(m) - y. This part turns out to be the un ion of four regular pentagons, ituated 
in parallel planes in R(3), as exposed in [3], section 8. The second project ion 
-- UWTk is directly related to the (X kj, ~ (kj-yj) (2j) used in [3], section 8 
(the condit ion that the sum of the five entries of the vector y add up to an 
integer, plays a role there). 
We learn from this that ~ can be chosen such that the value of q/(W 7"k) can 
be made dependent (partially or totally) on the type of the vertex Vrk (this 
refers to the " types"  S, K, Q, D, J, $3, $4, $5 of [3], section 6). Apart  from 
S and $5, each occurrence of a type has one of ten possible orientations, and 
we can define the values of the vector-valued funct ion ~, accordingly. 
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